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" . . . to explor e thoroughly
th e Scriptur es ancl th eir m eaning, ...
to und erstand as fully
as po ssibl e th e 1i;orlcl in which
th e chur ch lives and has her
mission, . . . to proGide a ve hicl e for communicating
th e
meanin g of Gael's Word to our
cont emporary world."
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Jesus
Do

you

think

you're

what

Christ,
they

say

Superstar
you

are?

... FULLY MAN
ROY

BOWEN

WARD

FuLLY
Goo, FULLY MAN. Thus the Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451) attempted to affirm the two natures in the one person of Jesus Christ.
But the tendency through the centuries has been for Christians to emphasize the divine
nature , often at the expense of the human nature. If Jesus is our savior, then he must be
divine (man cannot save himself). But from the beginning it has also been affirmed that
our salvation demands the humanity of Jesus-one
who was "made like his brethren in
every respect " (Hebrews 2: 17).
The stained-glass Jesus who appears in the pious rhetoric of traditional Christian dogma as well as in Hollywood spectaculars such as Ben Hur and King of Kings is meaningful to many. To many others he is unreal. Moreover , this stained-glass Jesus fails to correspond accurately with the Gospel records which quite unabashedly preserve the fact
that Jesus, hailed as Messiah , Son of the Blessed , was at the same time very human! But
so Jong as there are Gospels, it will be possible to recapture the human dimension in Jesus.
In one sense, Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice have gone back to the Bible to
produce their popular but controversial rock opera , Jesus Christ Superstar. 1 The authors
admit that the idea was to present "Christ as a man, not as a god ," but librettist Ric e adds
that the question whether Jesus was divine is really left open; "it is just asking questions. "
In this regard , Superstar pulls us back into the first century, back to the question that appears on page after page of the Gospels , "Who is Jesus? " But in the process of asking
questions, Superstar makes us keenly aware that Jesus was at least human.

according

to Judas ...

"Is this The Gospel according to Judas?" asks Gordon Clanton in his review in Christian
Century. 2 Composer Webber answers yes-the
rock opera intends " to have Christ seen
through the eyes of Judas." Cheryl A. Forbes , writing in Chri stianity Toda y, suggests that
Webb er and Rice 'treat Judas sympathetically, as only a pawn of destiny." 3 But this interpretation is questionable. Judas appears very human, but he is not without his choices, his
problems-and
his faults.
·
The biblical key to the portrayal of Judas in Superstar is found in John 's account of
the anointing of Jesus where Judas objects , "Why was this ointment not sold for three
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hundred denarii and given to the poor?" (John 12:5) : In Superstar Judas is a man with
progressive ideas. He is also cautious. In the opening song Judas expresses his concern
that things have gotten out of hand. When Mary Magdalene, portrayed in Superstar as a
prostitute, anoints Jesus, Judas complains apologetically:
It's not that I object to her profession
But she doesn't fit in well with what you teach and say;
It doesn't help us if you're inconsistent;
They only need a small excuse to put us all away.
Judas protests further that the fine ointment was wasted:
People who are hungry, people who are starving,
Matter more than your feet and hair.
When Judas goes to the authorities to betray Jesus, he states that he wants no reward.
I came because I had to; I'm the one who saw
Jesus can't control it like he did before
Myron B. Bloy, Jr., is on the right track when he describes Judas as the liberal in the
plot. 4 Webber and Rice have developed Judas as the epitome of the effete liberalism
which is open-minded toward the typical outcasts of society ( e.g., Mary Magdalene) ,
which is favorable toward the poor, and which approaches life with the attitude of noblesse oblige. But most of all, Judas , the liberal, wants to manage things, and he wants
to manage with caution and · expediency. At the Last Supper Judas objects to Jesus,
Every time I look at you I don't understand,
Why you let the things yo u did get so out of hand;
You 'd have managed better if you'd had it plannedJudas is like the "liberal" condemned by black theologian James Cone; this liberal "wants
change without risk , victory without blood. ";:; He is like the liberal preachers scored by
Don Haymes; they "keep the young in the fold by preaching 'renewal ,' and reassure the
old men that things won't really go that far. " 6
But after Judas has performed his task-with
a kiss-he
has second thoughts. Matthew 's Gospel reports Judas as saying, "I have sinned in betraying innocent blood"
(Matthew 27: 4), thereupon he goes and hangs himself. In Superstar Judas had done what
was best for his people-so
he thought. His attitude was like that of Caiaphas , according
to John: "It is expedient for you that one man should die for the people , and that the
whole nation would not perish" (John 11: 50). But now that one man has an effect on
Judas. Now he says, "I'd sell out the nation." It isn't that Judas now believes that Jesus
is king. No , "He's a man-he's
just a man. " But even if Jesus is only a man , how can one
man betray another and escape guilt? Jud as can't. And for Judas it is especially hard because Jesus was one who loved. Only after it is too late, Judas wonders, "Does he love me
too? Does he care for me?"

according

to Mary ...

The other key supporting star of Superstar is Mary Magdalene. Webber and Rice have
cast Mary in line with ecclesiastical tradition in the West in which she is identified with
the Mary in John 's Gospel who anointed Jesus (John 12: 1-7) and the sinful woman in
Luke's Gospel who anointed Jesus (Luke 7: 36-50). It was this identification of passages
that resulted in the popular view that Mary Magdalene had been a prostitute. 7
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In Superstar Mary Magdalene is in love with Jesus. She attempts to calm him in the
midst of the buzzing confusion. She cools his face and soothes him.
Close your eyes, close your eyes
And relax; think of nothing tonight.

When Jesus sleeps, she pours out her heart:
I don 't know how to love him,
What to do, how to move him.

She asks,
Should I bring him down , should I scream and shout,
Should I speak of love, let my feelings out?

Essentially , Mary Magdalene is the sinful woman described by Jesus in Luke's Gospel: "She loved much" (Luke 7: 4 7). Nevertheless, her feelings are almost shocking. But
should such feelings be shocking? If Jesus was "fully human," if he was "made like his
brethren in every respect ," should we be surprised if a woman fell in love with him?
Webber and Rice are careful in depicting Jesus' feelings toward Mary Magdalene. Jesus
has caused her to be a changed woman, but as far as she knows , Jesus doesn't return her
love-at least, not as she loves him. She ponders the thought:
Yet if he said he loved me,
I'd be lost, I'd be frightened;
I couldn 't cope, just couldn't cope.
I'd turn my head, I'd back away,
I wouldn 't want to know ,
He scares me so.

But she adds,
I want him so.
I love him so.

Mary Magdalene forces us to face Jesus as more fully human than we usually do.
Through the centuries erotic love has often been considered in Christian theology as less
than human. Augustine of Hippo described his conversion as a turning to a state in which
he no longer desired a woman. But this tradition is a perversion of the biblical tradition
which can even describe the relationship of Christ and the church in the same terms as
the relationship of a husband and wife (Ephesians 5: 25 )-and
such a relationship involves erotic love. If Jesus was fully human , perhaps he needed to be soothed, calmed,
cared for-and perhaps someone would love him as deeply and as tenderly as the beautiful, lyrical song of Mary Magdalene suggests. As Bloy notes, "Her love for the man Jesus
is driven beyond mere sentimentality or lust by the awesome, distancing quality of Jesus'
authority. " 8

according

to the crowd

And then there is the crowd. "Hosanna! Superstar!" they sing. What does "Superstar''
mean? The term is as ambiguous as the terms "prophet" and "Messiah" ("Christ") in
the Gospels. In any case, Superstar is somebody great , and the crowd-like the churchwants him to be great.
APRIL, 1971
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Jesus Christ, Superstar-tell us that you're
Who they say you are.
The crowd-like the church-wants
a leader:
Hey J. C., J. C., won't you fight for me.
Simon the Zealot hopes Jesus will take the lead and "add a touch of hate at Rome." The
crowd-like
the church-wants
healing too-a
miracle or two. Herod 's vaudeville-like
song at the trial requests a few signs:
Prove to me that you're divine-change my water into wine.
Prove to me that you're no fool, walk across my swimming pool.
But Jesus isn't interested. He says, "Heal yourselves!" The portrait of Jesus as the Hero ,
the Miracle-Worker, is rejected by Webber and Rice. Theologically they are close to the
Gospels of Mark and John. In both Gospels Jesus performs miracles, but these do not
constitute the theological significance of Jesus. Not his miracles, but his suffering-the
cross-is what counts.

death and resurrection

. . .

But Webber and Rice are not quite sure about the suffering of Jesus. The voice of Judas
comes back toward the end of the rock opera.
Did you mean to die like that? Was that a mistake or
Did you know your messy death would be a record-breaker?
Don't you get me wrong-I only want to know.
The choir echoes these questions:
1
Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ,
Who are you? What have you sacrificed?
Jesus Christ, Superstar,
Do you think you're what they say you are?
Mark's Gospel has clear answers to these questions. Jesus' death was no mistake; he
announced it near Caesarea Philippi (Mark 8:31). Jesus did think he was what others
(e.g. Peter) said he was; he answered the High Priest's question, "Are you the Christ
... ?" by saying "I am" (Mark 14: 61, 62). But Webber and Rice transport us back to
Mark's time when these questions were real, vital and open. And once again, in our time ,
these are open questions for many.
Superstar may be criticized because it ends without a resurrection. Christians will affirm
that the Gospel includes not only that "Christ died for our sins" but also that "he was
raised on the third day" (1 Corinthians 15: 3, 4). But Superstar reaches out where many
people are today. The Jesus of Superstar is a very appealing person. His death is a moving experience. He is a man, but he is also something more. His death is tragic, but something more.
Through the medium of music-rock , lyrical , symphonic, et al.-Jesus comes aliveand dies. Why? Superstar wrestles with this question. The Christian believes he knows
why. But Superstar reaches out to those who say with Judas,
Don't get me wrong-I only want to know.
Perhaps it is enough-as
a first step--to pose the questions. If the questions are posed
6 [294]
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seriously, perhaps the Gospel answer will find a ready audience. Superstar is "just asking
questions ." But they are the right questions.
m
Copyright 1970 by Leeds Music Ltd. ; released b y Decca Records ( DXSA-7206).
Gordon Clanton, "Superstar is Dead," Christian Centur y 88 (Jan. 6, 1971) , 25.
:-i Ch eryl A. F orb es, "'S up erstar' : Haunti ng Question s," Christianity Today 15 ( Dec. 4, 1970) , 246.
4 Myron B. Bloy, Jr. , "Super star and th e
ew Saxons," Christianity and Crisis 30 ( Dec. 28, 1970 ), 283.
s James Cone, Black Th eology and Black Power (N.Y.: Seabur y Press, 1969) , p . 27. See review by
R. M. Rando lph , MISSION4 ( 1970/71) , 59.
6 Don H aymes, "Notes on Revolution ," MISSION4 ( 1970/7 1) , 173.
7 On historical-critical
ground s, it is doubtful that these passages referred to Mary Magdalene or that
she was a pro stitut e.
8 Bloy, art. cit., p . 282.
1

2

I Know Sotnething About You, Judas
I know something about you, Judas .
Not that yours has become the most
despised of all names.
That's not news anymore.
Not that you were a thief, and a coward ,
and "the one" who betrayed the Savior.
We've been glad about that ever sincebecause once you did it, we could never be
guilty.
Yet, I know something about you , Judas.
It just dawned on me yesterday. Yesterday was one of those days. I started
listening to "people " and wondering if
all this religion was worthwhile; instead
of listening to Jesus and remembering
why it was, still, all worthwhile.
But now I know something about you,
Judas.
I know why you chose that tree . .
Why those scalding tears were streaming
down your cheeks ( the last symbol of your
lost hope) as you reached out for oblivion.
It wasn't that you were afraid to go find
Jesus-even with the horrendous guilt of
APRIL,
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that betrayal pounding in your head; even
with his soon-to-be-shed blood already
staining your trembling hands. You had
lived with him for three years. You knew
he would look right through your devilfilled heart and make you clean again
a new man.
But you couldn 't stand to face those you
called "brother." You couldn't bear the
thought of the daily actions and glances that
would say
"He's not ever going to seem 'clean' again
"He's never going to be socially acceptable, anywhere . . .
"We can never let him hold the pursestrings anymore . . .
"How could he ever fit in with our 'group'
again?"
After all, you had lived with them for three
years , too.
Yes, I know something about you, Judas.
You were human.
And you just couldn't stand being less
than that!

HELEN

McLEOD
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SE~fANTICS
AND BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
RAY

D. DEARIN

of the restoration movement among Churches of Christ have for
well over a century rallied Christians around
certain fundamental principles, all of which
relate directly to our view of the Holy
Scriptures. Our banners proclaim our intention to "speak where the Bible speaks
and be silent where the Bible is silent," to
"call Bible things by Bible names and do
Bible things in Bible ways," and we continually warn against going beyond that
which is written. Notwithstanding our pronouncements , however, few of us have been
content merely to read the Bible to a
potential convert , or simply to give him a
Bible to read for himself. Ordinarily we
feel obliged to make certain comments
about the Bible (for example, that the New
Testament supersedes or "fulfills" the holy
revelation embodied in the Old Testament,
and is therefore to be recommended as the
amended version of God's message to modern man), to emphasize those aspects of
the Scriptures that we suppose might escape
our interlocutor's attention (particularly the
plan of salvation), and to show by the
THE

CATCHWORDS

Bible how other contemporary religious
movements have diverged from its teachings. Seldom does it occur to us that in so
doing we are "going beyond that which is
written."
Concomitant with our sloganeering has
been the elaboration of a set of principles
whereby we may "interpret" the Bible. The
fact that these canons have never been formally ratified by an ecclesiastical council
does not diminish their force; they exist
nonetheless, and one hears them called upon
in the pulpit, in the Bible class, and in
articles in brotherhood publications. Typical
of these principles are the following:
( 1 ) When two biblical passages appear
inconsistent , one being "plain" and the
other more "obscure," the plain meaning
ought to prevail. (Presumably, the obscure
passage must then be harmonized with the
plain.)
(2) A passage is to be taken literally
unless there is a clear warrant for taking it
figuratively.
( 3) A passage sanctions Christian activities today only if it is a direct command,

RAY D . DEARIN is an Assistant Professor of Speech at Iowa State University at Ames, Iowa.
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an approved example, or embodies a necessary inference.
Regardless of what can be said about the
validity or usefulness of such standards for
interpreting the Bible, they are words about
the Bible and, as such, are one-step-removed
from the message of God. To accord them
the status of divine truth is to confuse levels
of abstraction. Moreover, these standards
reveal, I think, certain misconceptions about
the nature of language. My purpose in this
paper is to point out some of these unfortunate assumptions, and to suggest that
much time and effort have been wasted
over arguments of a purely semantic character, and that this energy can better be
put to work in the service of Christ if we
rid ourselves of certain delusions about how
language functions.

meanings

are in people , . . .

In the first place, these working principles
of biblical interpretation assume an agreement concerning the "meaning" of words
that seldom exists. In fact, modern semanticists consider it axiomatic that "meanings
are in people, not in words," 1 that no symbol (word) ever means precisely the same
thing to different people, and that the same
symbol never even means the same thing to
the same person as he encounters it in various contexts and at different times, having
changed at least imperceptibly himself from
one encounter to the next. {The Lord's
Prayer cannot "mean" the same to us as
it did when we first read or heard it). How,
then , shall we agree on which passages are
"plain" and which "obscure"?
Closely interwoven with the question of
linguistic ambiguity is the "literal-figurative"
dichotomy that has plagued Bible study for
centuries. In my opinion, the debate as to
whether a particular passage should be taken
"literally" or "figuratively" is almost an
exercise in semantic futility. The reason for
this is that we have never defined what we
mean by "literal." Take an example: Most
APRIL,
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members of the Church of Christ understand Jesus' comment , upon breaking the
loaf with ,.his apostles, "This is my body,"
as a figurative or symbolic statement. They
believe, if they are pressed to give particulars, that Jesus is using the word "body"
metaphorically-taking it out of its conventional, most common, frame of reference
( physical, biological) and using it in a
spiritualized, ethereal sense. The traditional
Catholic interpretation, of course , resists
this attempt and insists that in the eucharist
the actual body of Jesus is at issue, though,
to my knowledge, the explanation for this
is not given in physical or biological terms.
But many who accept Matthew 26: 26 as
metaphorical insist upon a "literal" interpretation of John 6:28-29, where we are told
of what seems to be a bodily resurrection
of the dead. 2 Now the considered understanding of an honest Bible student carries
much force and ought not to be taken
lightly. However, if one insists that the
resurrection be explained in physical terms ,
it is well that he be aware of what he is
letting himself in for. Today the science
of physics makes use of concepts such as
atoms, molecules, electrons , etc. If one opts
for such an explanation of the resurrection ,
presumably he means that the same elements that make up one's physical body
will form the resurrected body. (Apparently
this was true of Jesus , who asked Thomas
to feel the nail prints .) Still the explanation
needs clarification , however , since the human body is more like a process than a
static entity. The bodily changes that result
from aging (brain cells deteriorating , etc.) ,
the ordinary wear and tear of life ( skin
cells dying, being sloughed off, new ones
growing, etc.) , and so forth result in a
complete change in the physical composition
of our bodies every few years. Suppose that
one means that the physical body at the
time of death will be reincarnated. Does this
solve the problem? Perhaps , except for the
missionary who has been eaten by the cannibal, and whose corporeal elements have
[297] 9
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been assimilated into the cannibal's-but
wait , I am becoming too grisly, and the
problems of pressing the meaning of the
term "physical" too far should be obvious.
It will be sufficient to note that even the
word "physical" must not always be taken
"literally."
But what of the term "literal" itself? It is
instructive to remember that the meaning
of this word today is the product of a typographic culture , a post-Gutenberg concept
having to do with ink-marks (letters) on
paper. Walter J. Ong comments perceptively
on this fact:
We are the most abject prisoners of the
literate culture in which we have matured.
Even with the greatest effort, contemporary man finds it exceedingly difficult, and
in many instances quite impossible , to
sense what the spoken word actually is.
He feels it as a modification of something which normally is or ought to be
written. 3
As Ong points out, in biblical times the
word was predominantly an oral phenomenon:
Ancient Hebrews and Christians knew
not only the spoken word but the alphabet as well, as their devotion to the sacred
scriptures makes plain . But for them and
all men of early times, the Word , even
when written , was much closer to the
spoken word than it normally is for
twentieth-century technological man. Today we have often to labor to regain the
awareness that the word is still always at
root the spoken word. Early man had no
such problem: he felt the word , even
when written, as primarily an event in
sound. 4
Thus , Nicodemus could be puzzled by
Jesus ' saying that a man must be born
again ( John 3: 3-4). But he could not ask ,
as we might today , "Lord, do you mean
that literally?"
Finally, the canon of biblical criticism
which holds that only direct commands ,
approved examples and necessary inferences

10 [298]

are binding on Christians today leaves unanswered / the cruci al questions: "commands " as defined by whom , examples.
"approved" by whom , and "necessary"
inferences according to whom? No scriptural passage can be labeled once and for
all and assigned to one of these pigeonholes.
Few of us, for example , would wish to interpret Matthew 5: 39 simply as a "command " to turn the other cheek. Slaps on the
cheek are really not that common ( and the
Matthew account speaks only of a slap on
the right cheek). If this passage were merely
a command, we would have no warrant for
abstracting from it a principle whereby we
may know how to react to other forms of
abuse-verbal
attacks, insults, etc.-in
a
Christlike manner. Rather, it is an openended "focal instance" to illustrate a Christian way of behaving. 5 As such , it goes
beyond the idea of a grammatical imperative
to establish a touchstone for conduct.

function

of the symbols

. . .

Inherent in most of the traditional canons
of interpretation is the presupposition that
language is a clear pane of glass, or in some
passages a more or less flimsy veil, through
which we see the "intended message." In
reality, however, language is the warp and
woof of the message itself. The "meaning"
of a passage is a function of the symbols
(words) used and the reader's experiences
with those symbols. Of course , honest seekers of truth endeavor continuously to deepen
their understanding of God 's message by
exploring the way the words of the Bible
were originally used in their historical contexts.
Historical investigation of the etymology
and usage of words, however , is something
other than polemical disputation about what
a particular word should mean to us today.
One cannot impose a definition by fiat. To
be sure , an argument is often "won" through
a definition of terms. In this way, John
Stuart Mill defines miracles out of existence
MISSION

by calling nature "the aggregate of the
powers and properties of all things. " "Nature," he says, "means the sum of all phenomena together with the causes which
produce them , including not only all that
happens but all that is capable of happening, the unused capabilities of causes being as much a part of the idea of nature
as those which take effect. " 6 According to
this definition , there simply can be no room
left for the " supernatural. " It is important
to see, however , that Mill 's definition in no
way has a bearing on whether or not Jesus
turned water into wine or raised Lazarus
from the dead. The proper response to Mill
is not that he is mistaken. Instead , he
merely has a singular meaning for the term
"nature," a meaning not all of us share.

confidence

...

in words

Like most religious groups, Churches

of

Christ have tended to be very self-conscious
in their use of language. Sermons have
dwelt on nuances of meaning. You cannot
"join" the church, we have been told ,
though the Lord may "add" you to it. The
church must never be spoken of as "my"
church, for it is the Lord's. Such overnice
distinctions seem picayunish to outsiders.
More importantly, they reveal a superstitious attitude about the meaning of words
and about the nature of language. As Christians , our confidence should indeed be in
the words of Christ and his apostles. But
the basis of this trust lies in the central
truths of the New Testament-the
birth ,
life, teachings , death and resurrection of
Jesus. If our faith depends on the meaning
of any particular word, whether "hamartia"
or "psallo" or whatever , then its foundations are built on the endlessly drifting
sands of semantic decay, erosion and incontancy.
.Ul

See David K. Berlo, Th e Process of Communication ( ev.• York: Holt , Rinehart, and Winston, 1960 )'. ··
In I Corinthian s 15:44 a distinction is drawn betw een a "n atural" body and a "spiritual" body. Thi s
latt er, we are told , is to b e raised.
3 Walt er J. Ong, The Presenc e of the Word (New Hav en and London:
Yale Univer sity Press, 1967),
p. 9.
4 lbid ., p. ix.
5 For an extend ed discussion of this conc ept , see Rob ert C. Tann ehill , "The 'Focal In stance' as a Form
of ew Testament Speec h: A Stud y of Matthew 5:39b-4 2," Th e Journal of Religion 50 ( October
1970) , 372-385.
6 John Stuart Mill, Natur e and Utility of Religion (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1958), p. 4.
1

2

NEXT

MONTH

IN

Dr. Keith Bowes of the College of the Bible in Melbourne , Australia, proposes OuR CONTEMPORARYCONTRIBUTION,a paper
originally presented to the 1970 World Convention of Churches
of Christ. Jerry Holleman writes about THE NEW COMMANDMENT
and Edward Fudge discusses BAPTISM AND SPIRITUALITY.And
Ray Chester interviews John Knox, internationally known biblical
scholar and theologian.
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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
IS IT REALLY NECESSARY
IN OUR CHURCHES?

PERRY

C. COTHAM

'] 'o LIKE to have given my own suggestion
in the monthly business meeting, but I
knew it wouldn't have done any good." "I
came close to openly disagreeing with the
teacher and the rest of the class on that
issue, but if I had I would only have been
misunderstood." "Oh, how I wanted to discuss my opinion on this to the elders, but
they already think I'm some kind of a
'modern' or 'liberal.' "
How often do you suppose these and
similar insights have been uttered confidentially to intimates? One suspects that
such statements are symptomatic of a grave
problem in the Church of Christ-a serious
lack of honesty of conscience and freedom
of expression in our congregational affairs.
No one questions the fact that many of our
members, especially among young Christians, have become disaffected and are
gradually dropping out of the ranks of the
institutional Churches of Christ and from
organized religion altogether. The problem
is often discussed in terms of a "communication" and / or "generation" gap. Other

observers are thoughtfully questioning the
relevancy of the church to the everyday
physical, emotional and spiritual needs of
the average person. While the problem is
broad and complex in causation and scope,
could not part of its intensity be due to our
failure to promote creative thinking and
freedom of expression? Believing that the
problem is extremely serious and, indeed,
vitally linked to the spiritual welfare of
congregations individually and the brotherhood as a whole, our purpose is to make a
plea for more honesty and freedom of expression in religious affairs. This call for
more freedom of expression is nothing new,
but too few realize why such freedom is
essential to the spiritual vitality and growth
of congregations.

restrictions

Regardless of what their claim may be,
seemingly few congregations encourage
genuine integrity and openness in discussion of doctrine and practical affairs. Open-
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on openness ...
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College in Nashville,
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ness and dissent are not restricted by a written, iron-clad rule, but by more subtle and
disturbing methods. A popular method is
to discredit the motives of the ones holding
a minority viewpoint; such a person may
be impugned by saying that he was probably wronged by some individual or congregation in years past and is now retaliating, or that he has an inordinate desire for
attention. The competence of a person to
speak is challenged when he is said to have
"too much education and has lost his balance." Another method is by the easy twovalued orientation system in which new
ideas are labeled only as "good" or "bad,"
"scriptural" or "unscriptural," or "acceptable" or "liberal;" a rapid categorizing
spares one the time of examining each
idea carefully on its own merits. Another
manner is to make disagreement or dissent
consonant with an attack upon Christ and
his Church; this emotional counter seldom
fails to elicit unfavorable feeling toward the
dissenter. Other methods include appeals to
tradition ("We have always done it that
way"), delaying tactics ("Maybe so, but the
brotherhood won't accept that right now"),
and guilt by association ("He's one of
them").
The importance of guarding sound faith
against false doctrine and the necessity of
preventing the sowing of discord in congregations constitute the only justifiable limitations congregational leadership may impose
upon freedom of expression. Herein the
issue becomes complex and answers do not
come easily. Problems can be diminished
if elders display intelligence and integrity
in difficult situations. While congregations
must be loyal to truth, it is easy to substitute bias for principle and to confuse
obstinacy with conviction. And who is to
define what is "sound faith and practice"
on every conceivable question that may
arise? Furthermore, the sin of sowing discord is not so much related to the accuracy
of the position discussed as it is to the
attitude in which it is espoused and comAPRIL, 1971

municated to others. One can be unnecessarily divi5Ive in his manner of seeking acceptance for a correct view. Also, is the
man who openly raises a question or espouses a viewpoint that has yet to be
accepted by his listeners a cause of division
and a threat to sound faith? By this criterion, Jesus himself would have been a
chief offender. Certainly, a congregation
must strive for spiritual security-members
believing and loving what is truth and doing
what is good and right. But because absolute certainty in all spiritual matters is not
possible, neither is absolute security. In
light of the current methods used to squelch
open discussion, ostensibly for the purpose
of maintaining spiritual security, the real
problem is handling specific challenges to
this security in such a way that we do not
lose more by the methods we use than by
the disasters we imagine we are preventing.
This is one consideration that enhances the
burden of congregational leadership.
Our day has been called an age of openness. Our concern with ethics extends to
alleged "credibility gaps" of public officials
and institutions. As a more highly educated
citizenry begins to question traditional beliefs and ideals, "telling it like it is" has
come to be a popular phrase. Whether our
time has produced more openness and
honesty in human relationships is debatable.
But the Churches of Christ cannot afford to
miss this same spirit, both in congregational and brotherhood affairs. Freedom of
expression is not merely an accessory that
may or may not be permitted at whim-it
is an essential for healthy and growing congregations. To better communicate why this
is true, let us note the three faiths upon
which rests the rationale for freedom of
expression in religious discussions.

... relevancy of the Scriptures
The first of these is a faith in the total
relevancy of the Bible to all of man's human and spiritual problems. Concomitant
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with this is the belief that, in living a godly
life, a Christian cannot differentiate between
what is sacred and what is secular-there
are Christian principles to be applied to
every conceivable human situation in which
an individual may find himself. No matter
how much lip service is paid to this idea,
far too many church members are "compartmentalists" who divide all of life into
neat little categories such as "religious
duties" and "non-religious duties, " or "religious" and "non-religious activities." They
believe that most of religion can be reduced
to five simple acts of public worship and
that one's loyalty to Christ can be measured
by how regularly he attends public worship.
It is almost as though each church member
is given an IBM card that is punched by a
computer upon entering a church building
and once enough punches appear he has
guaranteed himself a place behind the
pearly gates. Questions or situations not
directly dealt with in the Scriptures are
pushed aside as irrelevant political, social,
or personal matters unfit for religious discussion. Such people suffer from "hardening of the categories" and espouse a view
diametrically opposed to this first faith.
How does our faith in the total relevancy
of the Scriptures render freedom of expression a necessity? Since the Bible was written for another audience and time, since
the stories and examples relate to a primitive age, since the context and occasions
for both sin and doing good have undergone some change in the previous two millenia , understanding God's will in today 's
modern and complex life-situations is a
matter of discovering universal truths and
applying them to specific situations. And
this task is not nearly so simplified as some
like to believe.
Illustrations of the need to constantly reexamine and re-apply biblical principles are
abundant, especially when one considers the
numerous questions being raised about our
social responsibilities. What attitude should
a Christian assume toward members of other
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races? How is this manifested in action? What
attitude should we have toward members of
other religious bodies and what action would
this eritail? We call this a Christian nation
with ten percent of our fellow citizens living
in poverty-what should individuals and congregations do about this? Should inner-city
congregations act to alleviate the frustrations of urban crises and , if so, how? Should
a Christian fight in the war in Vietnam or ,
for that matter, in any war? What is a
Christian 's relationship to his government?
How can one best discharge his responsibilities as a steward of material possessions?
What is the most Christ-like manner of expressing dissent? What is the Christian 's
relationship to the environment? How can
parents best discharge child-rearing responsibilities in the face of new challenges?
What is the best means of communicating
the good news to the millions who have
never heard it? Should a Christian say or
do anything about the problems of prejudice , discrimination , homosexuality, undesired pregnancies, overpopulation , drug
abuse , alcoholism , excessive permissiveness ,
and acceleration of crime?

If the Bible is totally relevant, then these
questions are not just social or political in
nature , but also spiritual ones that require
proper study , attitudes, and ~ctions. Freedom of expression clears the way for creative _thinking which serves to answer more
meaningfully such vital questions; it means
that every idea of fact or value deserves
full consideration and every plan of action
upon such questions should have a hearing. Silence may be golden , as the proverb
has it, for many men much of the time ,
but not so for the disciple confronted
by the vital issues that affect the physical
and spiritual welfare of his fellowman.
Though he may later be found in error in
either or both insight and judgment , he
will not hesitate to speak his mind carefully and forcefully on these vital issues.
The one luxury he cannot afford is keeping
silence in their presence-it is better to be
MISSION

If mutual

trust
then

is but

a natural

wrong than to be silent in time of crisis. A
concerned Christian will find it easy to explain misjudgment , as honest people everywhere will understand and sympathize; he
will find it impossibl e to explain silence, for
none will listen.
Decisions on how to fulfill Christian responsibilities should be reached only after
full and open discussion of the total issue
and all possibilities. If those in position of
decision-making who are to act upon an
issue are denied acquaintance with information or opinion or doubt or disbelief or
criticism which is relevant to that issue, the
result will be a decision ill-balanced and
ill-considered for the general good, not to
mention the possibility that unreserved support for the decision may be more difficult
to secure. Whatever the topic under discussion , conflicting views may be expressed,
must be expressed, not because they are
valid ( though frequently they are), but because they are relevant. If they are responsibly entertained by anyone, we, as learners,
need to hear them; any question of policy
or interpretation of truth should not be met
with eyes shut, but with eyes open.

...

human nature

The second of these three faiths upon which
rests the rationale for freedom of expression is a faith in human nature , a faith in
the integrity and worth of each individual.
When open discussion is stifled by those in
authority, the message rings clear-the
individual and his ideas are not important
and we can continue happily without them.
Faith in the value of the individual and his
ideas is an integral part of our American
heritage . Our forefathers lived by this conviction , having institutionalized it and documented it for posterity. It is basic to the
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very concept of democracy. It is the basis
of our jury system. Perhaps the greatest
general factor contributing to our country 's
phenomenal progress in many fields has
been the measure to which we have placed
"p ower in the people " throughout our activities. Throughout our history countless
thousands fleeing from lack of opportunity
and even persecution in other nations have
contributed richly and often vitally to our
development.
When we openly discuss spiritual matters
with others , we imply that we attach conconsiderable worth to their thoughts , their
interpretations, their judgments , and their
decisions. Otherwise , obviously , the discussion (albeit often engaged in) exists only
as a pretense and a sham. If mutual trust
and good faith is held in common among
congregants , then the right to free expression is but a natural extension of that confidence. Of what value is it to possess ideas
without an appreciation for their expression?
Perhaps it is not an overgeneralization to
assert that members of the Churches of
Christ have often neglected to appreciate
and attend to valuable sources of ideas. If
one can hastily label the source as "denominational" or "liberal," then it is easier
to have less respect for that source and for
his idea or opinion. If for some reason we
are going to learn more about an idea that
we have already rejected, we prefer to hear
someone discuss the idea who has also rejected it and can simplify and confirm the
issue for us. Is it not fair to say that most
of what many Christians know about evolution has come from ministers who have had
substantially less training in the field of
biology than from scientists who have devoted their lives to research on this question? Could it be that the popular opinions
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about some modern versions of the Bible
have been molded, not by learned scholars
in this field, but by preachers who have no
working knowledge of even the original
languages of the Scriptures and whose chief
qualification to be critical seems to have
been that they have staked their reputations
and theology upon a certain translation or
interpretation? Numerous other examples
could be cited. The mature student is aware
that in most cases the best source of information about an idea resides in the mature and intelligent person who firmly believes it; if he is sincere about giving the
idea a fair trial in his mind , he will respect
that source , seek him out , and give fair
attention to its presentation. In the teaching program of a local congregation , or of
any institution for that matter , we should
not be concerned with making ideas safe
for people , but with maki~g people safe
for ideas .
It is lamentable that we have often
neglected to draw ideas for interpretation
and methodology from denominational
sources. The policy of automatic rejection
of an idea because of its sources can inexcusably leave us impoverished. Just as
scientists welcome new truth wherever they
find it, even in the most disreputable nations
or organizations , so true disciples (whether
ministers , teachers, students , etc.) must
prepare themselves to welcome new truths
and new ideas from whatever sources they
may come, however alien their appearance
to our preferences , however revolutionary
their implications for our lives.
In this connection , our young people
return from higher education in colleges
and universities with new ideas and new
idealism. Many have had opportunities their
parents could only dream about. How sad
it is if we fail to provide an atmosphere
in which they can willingly contribute the
fruit of their thinking. If we have true respect for their dignity and worth as individuals , rather than utter fear of_ what they
may be believing and doing, we cannot but
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give their )<leas a fair trial in our discussion.
If they dissent , it may indeed be an expression of rebellion but , more than likely, it
is an indication of a desire to be more
honest with their own consciences and with
their fellow brethren. If we close our ears
to the words of the young, we are closing
our minds to the future.

... truth
The third faith composing the basis for
freedom of expression in the church is a
simple, resolute faith in truth. This faith
goes back to the ancient Greeks who believed that dialectic was a principal method
of attaining truth and effecting the betterment of man . In numerous phases of contemporary life-in
graduate seminars , in
hospitals , among varied groups representing
industry , among experimental scientists and
engineers , to name a few-there is evidence
of increased utilization of the method of
open discussion wherein complete freedom
of speech exists. This reflects not only a
concern for individual dignity and interests ,
but also a recognition of the fact that such
a method is a useful means for the discovery
and testing of truth. With an explosion of
complex factors that have bearing upon
ideas and decisions , the likelihood diminishes that any one person or small group
of persons can have shared all the pertinent
experiences , performed the necessary study ,
or can know all the vital data which ought
to be weighed in the process of discovering
truth and of decision-making.
The same conclusion seems just as valid
when applied to congregational affairs
wherein truth is searched or proper decisions are to be made. If this faith be held ,
no relevant idea or theory is barred to discussion; there is no doubt that in free , full,
and competent discussion , truth will emerge.
Put simply, we must encourage freedom of
expression , not just to appear democratic ,
but in order to avoid error and discover
truth. So too with honest dissent. We must
foster dissent because we cannot live withMISSION

out it; a congregation, or a brotherhood,
that silences dissent, no matter how subtle
the means, is inviting spiritual disaster. A
congregation that penalizes criticism of procedures in doing good and rational disagreement with the majority viewpoint in biblical
interpretation will discourage originality and
may be left with minds that are dull, unimaginative, and insensitive to truth. Variant ideas may not be nearly so dangerous
as leaving spiritual matters to those who
have no ideas or who lack the courage to
express those they do have. Freedom to hold
an opinion is meaningless unless it carries
freedom to express same .
The reason should be evident why historians have chosen to celebrate various
martyrs who strove to speak the truth as
they saw it rather than the victors who successfully silenced their message. It is the
prophet Micaiah we honor for communicating the truth , not King Ahab who thought
he could alter the message by imprisoning
the messenger. It is Socrates we honor
rather than those who condemned him to
death for "corrupting the youth." We respect Savonarola , not the Pope who had
him burned in the giant Piazza in Florence.
We honor Roger Williams, who was a
champion of toleration, not John Cotton,
who drove him from Bay Colony. If church
history repeats itself, some of today's unpopular ideas will be tomorrow 's truths.
To be more practical , this means that in
study of the Bible and in discussing congregational business , no questions are to be
barred , no demands for evidence and proof
are to be denied , no experiences and opinions-no matter how unpopular-are
to be
refused hearing at the proper time and
place. To be afraid of ideas , any idea , is to
be unfit for discipleship. When confronted
with ideas which, for one reason or another,
the majority of a congregation deplores, the
leaders choose competent refutation over
censorship. The reason for this is explained
ably by John Stuart Mill in his brilliant
essay, "On Liberty."
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But the peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an opinion is, that it is robbing the human race; posterity as well as
the existing generation; those who dissent
from the opinion, still more than those
who hold it. If the opinion is right, they
are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they
lose, what is almost as great a benefit,
the clearer perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision
with error. 1
Why should we get all exercised when
someone questions our faith? Is it so weak
and fragile that the expression of the slightest doubt may wreck the whole creed?
There is something unsettling about brethren who will unload both barrels on the
Roman Catholics for their policy of censorship and turn around to attempt the
same thing more subtly among their own.
We are warned of "unsafe ministers;" a
well-circulated newsletter tells us not to
read the volume Voices of Concern; lectureships are generally careful to feature
men holding the "right" views and , we -are
told, some departments of Bible in our
brotherhood are dangerously liberal. Rightly or no, such comments leave not so much
the impression of genuine concern for the
immature or weaker brother , but that our
traditional creed and practice may not be
able to survive the rigors of honest and
intelligent examination. Intellectual honesty
demands that each Christian's faith be his
own. Can a man who never permits his faith
to be challenged ever know if he has attained the truth? May the words of John
Milton be remembered: "Let truth and
falsehood grapple; whoever knew truth put
to the worse in a free and open encounter."

suggestions

for improvement

...

We conclude by citing some specific suggestions by which we, individually or collectively in congregations, may foster and
benefit from more freedom of expression.
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The listing is neither radical nor exhaustive,
but suggestive.
1. Try not to be shocked by any new
idea , no matter how foreign it is to previous
belief or practice or by whomever may be
the articulator of the idea.
2. When listening or participating in a
controversial discussion, listen evaluatively
-that
is, post-judge or listen carefully to
the entire arguments on all sides before
formulating your own conclusion. Do not
commit yourself to an irrevocable point of
view.
3. Most valuable can be special periods
of fellowship and study ( apart from "the
regularly appointed times") of those truly
dedicated to learning truth. The time and
setting for such periods can be adjusted
to the group's preference; for some reason,
gatherings around a den fireplace, campouts , retreats , for example , add to the atmosphere of informality and freedom.
4. Our regular Bible classes can be made
more meaningful; sadly , many classes are
little more than pooled ignorance. Perhaps
they should be divided upon some other
basis than age or sex, like maturity , intelligence, and interest.
5. Our world is full of good literature to
read and opportunities for spiritual growth
and enrichment should be realized through
judicious buying or borrowing of good
books , magazines, and journals.
6. Take advantage of available opportunities to hear others speak on vital issues.
7. Apparently a prohibition against duplication of texts or the use of tape recorders
in formal sessions enhances freedom of expression, though it is a regrettable state of
affairs that this is true.
8. In making decisions for implementing
1

Christian responsibilities , we should be more
willing to tap the sources , ideas and suggestions found among groups of church members often not included in decision-making
processes-women,
high school and college
students , and the elderly.

the quality of courage ...
In conclusion , it is important to remind
ourselves that the disciple of Christ is a
learner. He is, in short , seeking the truth ,
trying to find the right course of action; his
spirit is one of inquiry. He seeks to hold
all tenets of faith and opinion-especially
his own-up to the closest possible scrutiny
and he invites others to assist in this examination. He realizes that only falsehood and
half-truths suffer from the full light of
critical examination. He is aware of the
tendency to rationalize instead of to reason,
to rely upon feeling or tradition rather than
thinking , and to substitute emotion for
logic. He is aware that it is easy to be right
about some matters, but difficult and indefensible to be dogmatic and intolerant on
other issues. In fact, his most defensible
attitude is one of humility.
This intellectual honesty is not the easy
way out , and it is assumed at a great risk-the risk that one may learn he has been
wrong for many years , the risk he may have
taught others wrongly , and the risk of losing
this intellectual honesty and principle if he
does not make the necessary sacrifices to
adjust properly to new findings. The price
of growing spiritually, whether in knowledge
of faith or in practice, can be both challenging and painful. But , then again, this
quality of courage is what Christianity is
all about.
Ill

John Stuart Mill, On Lib erty (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1895), p. 35.
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INTERVIEW

WITH

SISTER

CHRISTINE

ATHANS

PROTESTANT, CATHOLIC
AND JEWISH
DUDLEY

LYNCH

"T HE SOUTHWEST,considered

by many to
be ultraconservative in its attitudes, has
again proved itself to be in the forefront of
religious evolution. A giant ecumenical step,
believed to be the first such experiment in
the U.S ....
" This is the way one national
publication, the Christian Century, announced the appointment of a Roman
Catholic nun, Sister Christine Athans, as
director of an experimental parish concept
in Phoenix, Arizona. The North Phoenix
Corporate Ministry had already distinguished itself in ecumenism for its varied lineup: two Jewish synagogues, a Catholic
church and four Protestant
churches.
NPCM's new director talked with Dudley
Lynch, MISSION'S feature editor, about
ecumenism, theology, the role of the nun
and other topics.
LYNCH: One of the primary activity
areas for NPCM, you have indicated, is in
the realm of worship-pulpit
exchanges,
joint services on religious holidays, and
congregational exchanges on special weekends and so forth. How do you surmount
the problem of the dif/erent forms and
rituals that are normally fallowed by each
group?
SISTER CHRISTINE: As far as working
out prayer formulas and such, ·there really
APRIL,
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hasn't been any problem. If Christians are
all people who in some way believe that
Jesus is God's supreme communication to
mankind and He's the one who lets us
know what God's love is all about, then we
may use different formulas to say it, we
may even have different degrees of understanding the person of Jesus, but basically
He's the person who tells us what God's
love is all about. If we buy that, then, there
will be times when we see that this can be
lived out in a different way. What we are
saying here is that on the Christian level,
I'm not sure it is such a problem. I do feel,
now that the Jews are a part of this, this
is causing us to have to align some things.
I think it is very possible for us to have
joint prayer things if we emphasize the Old
Testament, as we would call it, or, as the
Jews would call it, the Hebrew scriptures.
And this is a very basic part of our prayer
life. Even as a sister, when I first entered
the convent, we used to sing the Psalms in
Latin on Saturdays as part of the Divine
Office.
LYNCH: Isn't there a danger, in all this
accommodating, of a loss of focus for the
Christian community?
SISTER CHRISTINE: We are very conscious of not wanting to water down our
Christianity or our Christian symbolism at
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the same time. You notice my pin here.
This is the way you write Christ in Greek.
These are the first two letters of the Greek
word, Kairos. I keep thinking, well, I'm
going to wear that. If they want to wear a
Star of David, fine. But I don't think we
should do anything that is offensive to them.
I remember going to a women's meeting
once, where Jewish women were present ,
too, and all the hymns by the soloist were
about Jesus. The Jewish women didn't appear upset but this is the kind of thing that
we should watch for.
LYNCH: Do problems arise in the exchange of pulpits?
SISTER CHRISTINE: There are some
difficulties. For instance, there is a law,
technically, in the Catholic Church , that the
priest or generally some cleric is normally
the one who preaches at a Mass, so therefore, it was finally worked · out that when
we have a pulpit exchange and one of the
Protestant ministers is supposed to preach
at Saint Francis (the Catholic congregation), generally what happens is that they
have the processional hymn and then the
guest speaker is introduced. He preaches
the sermon and the Mass does not begin
until he's finished, if you follow me. It's
sort of a technicality but at this point an
acceptable way of doing it.

... where are we going?
LYNCH: It seems to me that your parishlevel approach, if it holds together, must
eventually be viewed as a threat, if you
want to call it that, to denominational structures.
SISTER CHRISTINE: Yes. I think the
question always is, where are we going, and
I can't answer that. Someone asked me
when I spoke to the session of elders at
Orangewood Presbyterian ( one of the
Protestant congregations) , how do you envision this thing three years from now. I
said I wouldn't even risk a guess. When I
think back three years ago, this was really
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the begi1111ingof the Catholic participation
in ministerial meetings. I said, "Look at
what's happened in three years." I said I
could think in terms of one year and I
would have hopes for the future, but I
couldn 't sketch out exactly where it's going.
I just wouldn't even try it.
LYNCH: Then you see some form of
intercommunion?
SISTER CHRISTINE: Yes. I don't know
how or when or what. For the person who
was brought up in a traditional sense, they
are possibly not ready for all this at this
time. There are two schools of theological
thought at the moment. One says that communion is the celebration of the sacrament
by those who already share a unity. The
other school of theologians says that communion is a celebration of the unity that we
hope to achieve in the risen Christ , a unity
that we some way see nourished by this
coming together.
LYNCH: What are your personal feelings?
SISTER CHRISTINE: To go back to
the old apologetic , defensive approach
would be ridiculous as far as I'm concerned.
I think what we have to do is to explore .
And I don't think there's any two ways
about it. I think Catholic theology has , in
many ways, since Vatican II opened up to
new areas of understanding. Now don't get
me wrong. I think there are the orthodox ,
the conservative, and the reform in the
Protestant and the Catholic churches as
well as in the Jewish faith. Because you
can get some very conservative, fundamentalist Protestants who are just as difficult to deal with . . . don't say it that way
. . . who are just as problematic to deal
with as a Catholic who is not aware of
Vatican II and all that has happened since
that time.
LYNCH: Has there been any attempt to
join hands with churches whose brand of
Christianity is a little more orthodox than
the five churches involved in your corporate ministry?
MISSION

Sister Christine Athans and Rabbi Moshe Tuthauer
Arizona , look over the Hebr ew Scripture.

SISTER CHRISTINE:
This may be
copping out a little on that question but I
think that we only have so much time in
our lives to devote to certain things and
there are so many possibilities of what can
actually be achieved. So there are times ,
as the clergy are always saying, when
"we've got to establish priorities. " I don 't
think there's time for us to try to go out
and to convert , to use that word , somebody
who is so radically different that they would
find it difficult to share with us. To me this
would be achieving nothing either for our
group or for them. But I'll say this. Chang es
are going to come anyway. I've seen that
teaching my juniors and seniors (she is
form erly head of the theology department
at X avier High School, Phoenix). A lot of
the things that we're uptight about will be
non-problems."

politically

involved

. ..

LYNCH: Another of your corporate ministry' s busy areas is the social. How do you
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of Temple Beth El in Phoenix ,

answer those who accuse you of getting
your churches politically involved?
SISTER CHRISTINE: If there are areas
in which the peopl e are not being taken
care of and not being served by the state ,
it might be necessary for the government ,
shall we say, to be prodded to consider this
point. But this is a different sort of political
issue than going down and supporting soand-so for political office. There is a fine
line here and I'm not saying that there will
not be times when peopl e will get upset and
say, "What's the big idea, those churches
are operating in a political issue?" On the
other hand , how should I say it, I think the
tension going on in both the Protestant
churches and the Catholic church is between groups which are social action and
groups which would still like to keep the
church as that lovely place where you go
to get flowers and care and warmth and
hear organ music and good sermons about
the Trinity and things of this kind which
are , shall we say, rather elusive, as far as
reality is concerned. I think there can be
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a danger on both sides. I think there are
people who can become social activist to
the point where they are nothing but dogooders. They get so drained they lose a
certain grounding. On the other hand , to do
nothing but to stay home and pray for
those who are poor and sick is being phony.
It reminds me of a cartoon I saw. It was
an illustration of a little child and the caption was, "I was hungry and you formed a
humanities club and discussed my hunger."
To be bonafide religious people , we've got
to be involved and this is going to mean,
to some extent, if you are living in the real
world, that there possibly could be a political ramification to it.

role of women ...
LYNCH: As a woman and as a nun, you
have been thrust into an unusual position as
director of the NPCM. Ho _w do you see
your future?

SISTER CHRISTINE:
I really don 't
want to be ordained. I don't want to be a
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lady priest or anything of this kind. I feel
that in some ways women do have a unique
role as " bridge " people in society today. I_
am not concerned about-what
should I
say-women's lib or any of this. I ·want to
not take a man 's role. I want to uniquely
be a woman and do something that maybe
only a woman can do in a particular way
and hopefully this will be a contribution.
I don't think there is a need for women
priests at this time. I do think it would be
wonderful if there were areas in which we
could be more involved in the church , the
Catholic church in particular. I think it's
wonderful that in some places now some of
the sisters are able to take Holy Communion to the sick. I used to think when young
people were very much more involved in
the sacrament of penance or going to confession that there were times when young
people would come and tell you their problems and you wished in some way that you
had the power of absolution. These are
ways in which I think maybe we (women)
could be helpful.
Ill
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WHY A MAN AND A WOMAN?
A. WAYNE

A

HARRIS

MAN'S LIFE is to do the will of the
Father-the
Creator Redeemer God-to
love, to be loved and to do good. Or: The
man God made is fulfilled in creating the
good , caring , knowing that he really matters
to someone else, and in having God himself as his authentic hero.
But man on earth was once alone. Alone .
---alone--And it was not good.
He was incomplete. He needed help in being whole. He needed a helper. He lacked
HER. Her. She could round out his world.
They could supplement and complement
each other. As all the love songs of all the
ages have stated it, "They were meant for
each other. " Being was simply incomplete
without her. It was within her and his relationship to her that the potential of his
life could unfold. Fulfillment was possible
here. The theory would become reality here.
The nectar of heaven could be sipped with
her. Trips into the timeless, eternal oneness
of being with another, a freedom too grand
for this mundane world , an exalted state of
heightened sensitivity, pleasure from another
world-or
so it would seem, a close and
intimate union-a marriage. It is the sublime welding of two into one. The absence

of the one leaves a gaping vacuum in the
incomplete fragment remaining. And yet
. . . they are two. And that is the beauty
of it all. Their "being" is not the being of
the one but the being of the two-sharing,
urging , feeling, thinking , desiring, needing
and all of the other "ings" of the good life.
Each walks in his own way, yet strangely ,
mystically united with the other. Each brings
a good deal of the "known" into the union,
and yet there is always room for the other
to grow into the everpresent "unknown."
Each remains inviolate in a sense, because
he has not been captured but rather has
freely surrendered. Each encounter is a
giving, not a taking. The greater the giving
the greater the sense of sharing , caring and
being loved. The fewer hindrances and reservations the greater the oneness-the
greater the sensation of union. To be ONE
with HER is a basic need for many a HIM.
Reservations and limitations in the relationship pose a threat, indicate a danger to him.
In order to be one , each must abandon himself in deference to the other. To give
completely is the heavenly desire. Oh , how
different this is from most grabbing, selfsatisfying, egocentric "relationships!"

A. WAY E HARRIS is a minister in Odense, Denmark.
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why sex?
But why a man and a woman? Why sex?
(The second question is the modern "scare"
equivalent of the first.) Their physiological
differences, which are of a supplementary
nature, are incomplete alone. God made
man the way he is and he made woman the
way she is. Intentionally, purposefully and
without any Victorian embarrassment. He
set the stage for earthbound man's most
satisfying contact with the heavenly dimension-marriage. The fact that many "heavenly flights" have been hi-jacked to "hell on
earth" does not detract from the loftiness of
the heights intended at take-off. The flight
plan has no place for entering fears, reservations, Devil's lies, prejudices, and the
like. God's beautiful plan for the married
man and woman is the most sexual experience possible. Two-alone
together-become one. One flesh? Passion erases the
line between the two and they give with
abandon. The beauty lies in the fact that
they here lose control of restraining factors
and become free with each other. They
answer only to God. Fallen man's misuse
of sex does not determine its "right or
wrong." The possibilities of God's unpolluted plan take precedence over man's reactions to abuses of that plan. In other words,
earth-bound morality often centers attention
upon abuses of the good rather than opening the door to full exploitation of its possibilities.
The Victorian ideas surrounding sex embody most of the things which a man ooes
not want sexually. Sex is not bad. Not dirty.
Not a necessary evil. Not sinful. Female
enjoyment is not wrong. Freedom of sexual
expression is right, healthy and honest. The
"becoming one flesh" should be cultivated,

not repre,ssed. Joy, not distress. Yes, even
fun.

the one relationship

...

What does a man want? He wants Her. Not
a little bit here and there. Not a begrudging
or occasional favor. Not a reluctant "surrender under duress." Not duty. He wants
to be with. He relishes the spontaneity of
her loving expressions. He glows under the
influence of their private exchanges in public places. His head lightens at hints of her
desire. He soars at "previews of coming
attractions." He is in outer space when
they together abandon all else to be one.
One in body. One in mind. One in spirit.
Not by chance, but by both design and
intention. Yes, man wants Her . . . not to
own ... but to BE with.
So God created man in his own image,
in the image of God he created him; male
and female he created them ... and God
saw everything that he made, and behold,
it was very good ( Genesis 1 : 2 7 and 31).
The principles and feelings which have
been touched upon here can be expressed
in a multitude of ways. The details are
vividly discussed in myriads of sex instruction books. In fact, that is all too often as
far as they get. The essence is either assumed or simply ignored. Many a "sex
expert" would gladly give his all for the one
relationship where ultimate fulfillment is
possible. The most saturated sex adventurers who have explored all the physical variations on the theme would recognize their
hollow emptiness if they but once could
catch a glimpse of the pure bliss in God's
intended relationship between man and
woman.
m

" . . . with proper encouragement, any people could be Christian on Sunday and something entirely different at other times."
-Richard
Rubenstein
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Salaam's

Friend

GARY FREEMAN

Grave New World
"The great aquanaut has returned," announced
the herald to the king, who was playing rook with
the queen. The king had been within one card of
shooting the moon.
"Christopher Columbus!" ejaculated the king.
"Foot! Shucks! Fudge! Fie!" The king was irritated.
"Before you get to Fo and Furn," said the
herald, "let me say that you hit it on the first try."
"Send him in," said the queen, pinching her
cheeks and arranging the folds of her regal gown.
The herald admitted famed aquanaut, Chris
Columbus, into the presence of their majesties.
"Nice to see you, Chris," said the King. "How
was the trip?"
"A-OK," replied Chris.
"Roger. Over and back, and all that sort of
thing," responded the king. "Well, what were the
savages like? Brutal were they? ever you mind.
We don't care how barbaric they are. Just give us
some natives to whip up on, and make Christians
of, and we're as happy as holy idiots."
"Savages?"
"Yes, savages," said Queen Isabella, sweetly.
"Did you bring a few back with you for us to
baptize?"
"There are no savages. The New World is without inhabitants of any kind . There is not a single
human being, civilized or not, in the whole of the
New World. I didn't make such a hazardous journey to find people. There are people enough in
the old world, including enough barbarians to
keep a legion of angels busy."
" o people!" exclaimed King Ferdinand. "How
extraordinary! Just imagine, a whole new world
and not one people in sight. All right then, tell us
about the strange beasts and weird flowers and
the trees and landscape and ... "
"No, no,'' replied aquanaut Columbus , "you
don't understand. The New World doesn't have
animals. There aren't any flowers, there aren't any
trees, and the landscape, if that's the word for it,
is nothing but a dullish gray sudace relieved by
an occasional crater."
King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella exchanged
meaningful glances. Exactly what the glances
meant, Chris Columbus could not tell.
"All righty," said Ferdinand. "Let's not beat
around the bush, or the crater, or whatever. Let's
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see the gold and rubi es and diamonds you brought
back from the ew World."
Chris Columbus chuckled softly. "Gold? Precious jewels? Why, the Queen there carries more
precious stones on her one finger than you could
find in all of the New World if you were to search
for a million years."
" 0 GOLD!" shouted the king. "1 0 DIAMONDS, NO ... "
"Be quiet, dear," admonished Queen Isabella.
"Christopher, darling, perhaps you brought back
some exotic leaf that people could smoke, or some
kind of vegetable that we could name 'com',
or ... "
Christopher Columbus meditatively scratched
an ear. "No, nothing of the sort, Your Majesty."
King Ferdinand struggled to regain his composure. "If I may be so bold, just what did you
bring back from the New World?"
"Rocks," replied Christopher Columbus.
"Rocks?" asked Queen Isabella.
"ROCKS!" shouted King Ferdinand.
"Yes, rocks," confirmed the aquanaut.
"ROCKS, for heaven's sake. What in tamation
did you bring ROCKS back for? You think we
don't have ROCKS here in the old countiy? You
think we couldn't have found all the ROCKS we
wanted by splitting open your stupid head? Or
mine, for financing such an idiotic expedition?
Why'd you bring ROCKS?"
Chris mused for a moment. "That's all there
was to bring, I guess. What should I have done?
Better I should have brought dust, you think? Me,
a nice Jewish boy, taking a trip like that for a
bag of dust? Besides, these rocks will be very useful to your astronomers. They can study these
rocks and maybe figure out how old the earth is."
King Ferdinand slapped his own forehead with
an open palm. "Creeping Jupiter! Here I am with
25% of my people living below the poverty level,
6% unemployed, and this guy has just spent one
hun~~ed sacks of gold in search of a birth certificate!
"Don't fret, darling," said Queen Isabella. "If
we hadn't sent Chris, the Russians would've got
to the rocks before we did. Think what a propaganda coup that would've been."
"I hadn't thought of it that way," said the
king, mollified.
ID
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REVIEWS
The demonic
THE

city

MEA I G OF TH E CIT Y by Jacq ues
Ellul , tran slated by Denni s Pardee ( Gran<l
Rapid s : Eerdm ans Publi shin g Co.) , 209 pp .
$5.95 hardbound.

French lay th eologian Jacq ues Ellul is an increasingl y popul ar spokesman among tho se count erin g
th e happ y doctrin e of th e secular city enthu siasts.
In thi s book he hurl s apocalypti c thund erbolt s
designed to explain why instant slum s and increase d dehum aniz ation of th e city are still th e
rul e, even after deca des of work on th e probl ems.
F rom thi s..,background as social comm ent ator
( not ably in Viol ence, and Technolo gical Society) ,
Ellul now emerges as a Barthi an pr eac her of
proph etic bluntn ess. All th e att empt s to make th e
metropoli s mor e livabl e are vain, Ellul says, b ecause th ere is somethin g inh erentl y evil about
th e city.
To prov e his point , th e author develops a
bibli cal th eology of th e city. Hi s appro ach to th e
Bible is non- critical, almost fund ament alist ; Ellul
believes, with hi s American support ers in th e
ma gazin e Katallegete, th at th e Bible in its pr esent
form h as at least as mu ch to say as its modern
anal ysts.
Who builds cities? Cain, Ellul an swers, a fu gitive from God. rimrod , son of a cur sed fath er ,
empir e build er whose most fiendi sh contribution
was Bab el. Th e inh abitant s of Sodom and Gommorah and wicked
ineveh-and of Paris and
ew York and Tokyo and London.
It all seems overdra wn: is th e city any mor e
inh erentl y demoni c th an th e countr y? Of cour se,
Ellul would reply. Th e city repr esents man's b ent
for power, for human securit y in stead of th e
securit y of th e Covenant, for th e fulfillm ent of
self-int erest: "Com e, let us build ourselves a city,
a tower with it s top in th e heavens, and let u s
make a name for ourselves."
Th e point is th at "man' s power is first of all
the result of hard enin g hi s heart again st God:
man affirms th at he is stron g, conquers th e world ,
and build s cities until God comes to jud ge th e
world ." Thu s, wh at is wron g with th e city is not
that its bars stay open too long, or th at th e latest
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shoppin g cent er does not includ e an int erfaith
ch apel. Th e metropolit an ment ality itself is antiGod ; it is no wond er that th e city becomes antihum an.
Of cour se, few will listen. Neith er suburb anit e
nor ghetto-d weller, urb an plann er or social
worker, are in th e mood to talk Bible. Neith er
will urb anologi sts be attra cted by Ellul' s comment th at th ey "a re right in what th ey are doin g
and wron g in b elieving th ey will ever get anywh ere."
And th ey h ave a point , even from a Christi an
perspective. It is one thin g to rebuk e citydwellers for leaving God out , and even Chri stians
whose recent th eologies of hop e and litur gies of
celebrat ion rely mor e on th e technolo gical joys
of our day th an on a tran scend ant Lord.
But it is anoth er thing to leave us not only
without a pro gram of improvin g th e plight and
bli ght of our cities, but without a purpo se as
well. Ellul seems still to be fightin g th e battl e
aga inst 19th centur y Utopi anism. It is import ant
not only to fight that concept but to replac e it
with th e idea that th e kingdom of God amon g
men means mini stry, with joy, even if it does not
mean success.
-Ron Durh am
Ron Durham is th e Religion Reporter for th e
Houston Post.

From the Journals
Arthur L. Olson , "Theology, Education,
Ec stasy," Dialog ( Wint er, 1971).

and

In view of the curr ent rag e of Yale law professor Charl es Reich' s Th e Greening of Am erica,
thi s article is an int eresting meditation on the
religiou s importanc e of th e belief of a new era
in American cultur e. Read ers who have some
int erest in thi s th esis about th e new "count erculture" will hav e an add ed incentive to read
Olson 's articl e.
A main point of th e article is a critique of th e
central focus of most theolgical concerns in
America for th e last half-c entury. Olson says this
domin ant conc ern was an emphasi s on corporate
structur es and pow er. Most th eologians in recent
yea rs hav e felt th at by att aining and organizing
MISSION

power they could produce th e new era of justice
an d peace . Olson, like Reich , describes th e inadequacy of this approach. Th e main criticism
of the corporate-power approach is th at it fails
to carry a message for the whole man .
A second point of the article is a critique of
"scientific objectivity" as th e mod el for und erstanding to be pur sued. Thi s model in our time
has been especially pr evalent in all areas of inquiry, including art and th eology. Thi s ha s infected even groups that want to still cling to the
supernatural, in that th ey try to discuss th e supernatural objectiv ely. Perhap s this critique of objectivit y offers a way for religious man to no longer
be embarrass ed by hi s religiousity. Certainly an
article worth pursuing.
T. Francis Glasson, "The Uniqueness of Christ:
The
ew Testament Witness," Th e Evangelical
Quart erly (J anuary-March, 1971).
Although a more scholarly article than the one
mention ed above this short survey of the uniqueness of Christ pr esented in several New Testament
books is easily appreciated by the average reader.
Glasson shows how the earliest Christians both
insist ed on the uniquenes of Christ and tried to
express it in terms familiar to people from other
religious training s. Thus there is always a tension
inherent in the apologetic approach that one will
be understood to hav e lost th e uniqu eness.
He does this in a short survey of how Jesus'
uniqu eness is emphasized by Mark, Paul, Hebr ews, and John . In each case he exhibits the
int eraction of background and uniqu eness in the
author's pres entation. In a concluding section he
shows how the problem is really one of the
uniqu eness and the univ ersality of Christ. The
article should stimulate personal reflection on this
th eme.
Christianity Today ( February 26, 1971) .

This is one of the special issues of Christianity
Today that revi ews book s, and all of th e articles
deal with th e important books of last year. Books
are reviewed in th e fields of Old and ew Testament , Theology and Church History. It might
serve as an appetizer list to lead to an interesting
night's reading.
-Wendell Willi s

Books Received
THE NEW MAN FOR OUR TIME by Elton
Trueblood (New York: Harper & Row, 1970),
126 pp. , $2.95, hardbound.
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BALANCING
THE
CHRISTIAN
LIFE
by
Ch arles Caldw ell Ryrie ( Chi cago: Moody Press,
1969) ,..,·-ig 1 pp., $3.95, hardbound.
THE DELTA MINISTRY
York: The Macmillan
$5.95, hardbound.

by Bru ce Hilton ( ew
Co. , 1969), 240 pp.

JUSTINIAN
WELZ: ESSAYS BY AN EARLY
PROPHET OF MISSION by James A. Scherer
( Grand Rapid s : Wm. B. Eerdsmans Publi shing
Co., 1969), 111 pp., $2.45, pap er.
THE DEVELOPMENT
OF CHRISTIANITY
IN
THE LATIN CARIBBEAN
by Ju sto L. Gonzalez ( Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1969), 136 pp., $2.65, paper.
THE CHEMICAL
RELIGION by Peter Turkel
(New York: Pauli st /New man Press, 1969) , 118
pp., $1.45, paper.
DISCOVERY
IN FILM by Robert Heyer and
Anthony Meyer ( ew York: Paulist / ewman
Pre ss, 1969), 219 pp ., $4.50, paper.
THE INTIMATE
MARRIAGE
by Howard J .
and Charlotte H . Clinebell ( ew York: Harp er
& Row, 1970), 231 pp., $5.95, hardbound.
UPS AND DOWNS OF MARRIAGE by Loui se
Shanahan ( St. Meinrad, Ind.: Abbe y Pres s,
1969), 120 pp., $1.25, paper.
BIRTH CONTROL AND THE CHRISTIAN
by
the Chri stian Medical Society ( Wheaton, Ill.:
Tyndale House Publish ers, 1969) , 590 pp. ,
hardbound.
TALKING
TO CHILDREN
ABOUT SEX by
Edna Lehman ( New York: Harper & Row,
1970), 235 pp., $4.95, hardbound.
THE THROWAWAY
CHILDREN by Lisa Aversa
Rich ette (Philadelphia: Lippincott Co., 1969),
342 pp., $6.95 , hardbound.
HELPING THE RETARDED
TO KNOW GOD
by Hans R. Hahn and Werner H. Raasch ( St.
Louis: Concordia Pub. House, 1969), Pupil' s
text 112 pp. , $1.95, paper; Instructor's Guide,
52 pp., $1.95, paper.
THE CHALLENGE
OF THE
RETARDED
CHILD by Sister Mary Th eodore , O.S.F. ( St.
Meinrad, Ind.: Abbey Pre ss, 1969), 192 pp. ,
$1.50, paper.
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FORUM
Misunderstanding

Glasser

With its theme so germane to contemporary
Chri stian mini stry, th e Jan uary issue of M1ss10
was deeply appreciated. Inclusion of th e analysis
of Reality Th era py demon strat ed keen editori al
perception. Although Foy Rich ey's major th esis
was valid, th ere are several misint erpr etation s in
hi s critique, most of which appear on page 208.
First , th ere was misund erstandin g about Glasser' s stress on th e what instead of th e why of
beh avior. Glasser did acce pt motivation as a
component of beh avior, but he emph asized th at
correct analy sis of historic al causation was noneffective and non essenti al to th erap y.
Secon dly, Rich ey's insistanc e upon und erstanding causation of sin is not sub stan tiat ed by Chri st' s
teac hings. Th e exegesis th at th e Sermon on th e
Mount "is an attack on tho se who are conce rned
with only th e observabl e behavior of man" is
faulty. Chri st did not condemn behavioral assessment; rather he repudi ated th e imprecations
of human assessment criteria. Also, Paul' s discourse in 1 Cor. 13 did not advoc ate love as a
motiv e for behavior, but as a characteristic or
mann er of b ehavior.
Th e admonition that "Th e Christi an should
consid er motiv es to be central to his und erstanding of couns elin g method s beca use motiv es are
central to th e biblical und erstandin g of sin" is
un sound. Such advice rest rict s Chri stian counselling to only a select few profe ssionall y competent
practitioner s. If "und erstanding " th e causes of
sin is prer equisit e to salvation, th en it becomes
an extra-bibli cal restriction upon grace.
Edward E. Coat es
Morehead State Univer sity
Morehead , Kentucky

MISSIONForum is devoted to comments from
those whose insights on various matters differ.
Letters submitted for publication must bear
the full name and address of the writer. Letters under 300 words will be given preference.
All letters are subject to condensation. Addre ss
your letters to The Editor, MISSION
, 5430 Ariel
Street, Houston, Texas 77035.
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From "drag" to joy
My sincere thank s for th e "heaven-sent" sugg estion s of Mr. Daniel Burton Harding 's comments
in "Chur ch Music: Then and Now" [F ebru ary,
1971] . It is refreshin g to hear some constructive
and positive discussion abo ut our horribl e efforts
to "sing and mak e melody."
In seeking a way to make our mu sic mor e
meaningful and mor e inspiring we are now allowing th e youn g people to form group s to admoni sh
our cong rega tion on Wednesday nights. We wan t
gra du ally ( and I don 't think it will take foreve r)
to incorporat e thi s into eve ry service. W e feel
th at thi s is a mu st if we are ever going to admoni sh anybod y . . .
May I encourag e you to continu e to print helpful and pra ctical material like Mr. H arding 's
articl e. This can be very helpful in changing what
so man y tim es is a "drag" of a worship service
into an inspiring and thoroughl y enjoyabl e experience.
Stan Harbour
Los Gatos, California

To keep our youth
. .. Allen Holden , Jr. seeks to answer th e question , "Wh at can we do to keep our youth in
chur ch?" [F ebru ary, 1971] Th e need of men to
encount er th e gospel is real, but it seems that th e
question as posed in th e beginning of Mr.
Hold en's articl e misses th e thrust of Christ' s
evan gelical declara tion-to pr eac h th e gospel to
eve ry creatur e. Th e creatures of th e world includ e
our youth, so th e question that Mr. Hold en should
att empt to answer is how to provid e an authentic
encount er with Jesus to our children. Mr. Hold en
asserted the validity of thi s need , but only as a
solution to hi s a priori question . His institutional
perspect ive distorts th e exi tential natur e of th e
gospel message .
Authentic decision-m aking req uires that th e
person be free from external authorit y and neurosis to respond- affirm atively or nega tiv ely-to th e
situation intend ed. It has been my observation
that most of th e respons es to Jesus from children
raised "in the church" are beca use of neurotic
MISSION

faiths. A. S. Neill observed in Summerhill that
children whose natures are respected do not ask
questions about God nor the meaning of existence.
Children are naturally egoistic and self-centered.
Neuroses are the product when their egoism is
thwarted by adult moralisms imposed on the child.
As if the neuroses were insignificant in themselves,
they carry over into adulthood and debilitate the
existential encounter with the gospel by making
the decision compulsive, rather than volitional.
It is a simple assertion to say that these neuroses should be avoided, but in the Church of
Christ as well as the rest of protestantism ancl
catholicism, children are forced into altruism,
prudish sexuality and compulsory God-lectures.
Neuroses develop around God and ethics, and
are carried into adulthood; the response to the
gospel is made as a neurotic; consequently, the
decision is inauthentic, the person either acquiesces
to the neurotic fear of God and "believes," or he
rebels because of his hate of the God who destroyed his childhood and becomes an atheist. The
results are life-hating pew-warmers and life-hating
pagans.
Only by respecting the child's natural egoism
can we hope to preach the gospel to our children
when they become adults. Only by raising our
children in the manner of A. S. Neill's Summerhill
can we avoid the need for renewal at Oakhill.
Benjamin Marston
Abilene, Texas

Am I an outcast?
I have been concerned about this for some time.
I would like to start out by asking the question,
"Am I an outcast because of my divorce?" ...
I am a man of 61 years of age, remarried, have
a lovely wife and family. I have been in the
church since I was 19 years of age. I was born
again in the church of our Lord. I have preached
for 8 years and won souls to Christ. I have lived
in-for at least 21 years and I have seen the
church separated from our Lord three different
times because of divisions over factions and parties and differences of opinions rather than through
the study of what our Lord would have us to do.
However, there is a new building here now
called the-church of Christ. I know nothing of
the church here or about the congregation. Since
the separation of my first wife, and because of
contentions in the home. They have deserted us.
They have never visited us at any time. My family life in the past has been one turmoil after
another. I could not live one kind of life at home
and another in the church.
My home life now is splendid. We have Bible
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study, prayer, etc., in our home. I take several
good magazines. I take M1ss10N, Firm Foundation, Christian Woman, Teenage Christian, 20th
Century Christian, Power for Today, and several
books of the church.
I have not been in the church now for 6 years,
but I have not forgotten God. Even the surrounding congregations have not visited me. Some say
they would leave the church because of me. I
know of many people in the church who are no
different, perhaps worse than I. I pray God for
their return to our Maker.
I do not smoke, drink, swear, have no bad
habits. I try very hard to have patience, kindness
to my fellow man. I attend to my own business.
I owe my first family nothing; I have paid all
child support-I did all I agreed to do.
People as a whole did not know other conditions of my first family or of my past life. I tried
so hard. I did not commit adultery. I have God
to face in the judgment. I am happy now and I
do my best to serve the Lord.
Dear MrssION, would all of this make me an
outcast? ...
I never saw a perfect church, have
you? Dear friends, I would like an answer to this
writing. Am I an outcast?
( name withheld by editor)

A name is a name
We enjoy much of your publication. It is quite
a joy to find a group with your denomination
putting out so much intelligent discussion of established church practices.
I do believe that hypocrisy is just as abhorrent
to the elderly as to the young, but the elderly
have been put down so often that they just finally
give up ...
Young people are hard to deceive, and one of
the most obnoxious and deceptive devices turns
up frequently in your MISSION. "Denomination,"
"denominationalism," "the denominations," "in the
denominations," etc., are used in such a contemptuous way as to indicate them as something abhorrent ... If we are to use the English language,
"The Church of Christ" is a name . . .
Times change. I was baptized . . . more than
fifty-five years ago, so I'm not so young, but oh!
so contentious! In the old days, no one was
charged with the monstrous sin of "denominationalism." Anything that has a name has a denomination . . .
A rooster crows when he hears another rooster;
a dog barks when he hears another, a donkey
brays ...
This law of nature probably explains
my appreciation of Balaam's Friend. Many blessings for Gary Freeman.
Ralph S. Brown
Spangler, Pennsylvania
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Pow er of the Spirit
J. D. Bales' "Response" to Warr en Lewis' article,
"God -With-U s" [March, 1971) contains a glaring inconsi tency. Prior to castigating Lewis for
his alleged authori tativeness in describing the
workings of the Spirit and pre cribing ways of
making oneself cond ucive to the workings of the
Spirit, Bales state s un eq uivo cally and without
citing any authoritative
reference that "the
tongu es in Scriptures w re human tongu ." Bales
comm its th e same "error" he accuses Lewis of
committing.
In add ition to this inconsist ncy, Bales make
an unscriptura l a sumption . Granted, on the Day
of Pen teco t th e di ciples' utterances in tongu es
were under tood by th e listeners ( Acts 2: 4-12).
In 1 Corinthian s 14:2 , how eve r, Paul writes, " o
one und erstands him ( th e sp aker in ton gues),"
beca use "he utt ers mysteries in th e Spirit" ( RSV ).
The dogmatic assertion that ton gues are "human
only," a Bale impli e , contradi ct Paul's word ,
and, in effect, limits th e power of th e Spirit.
After all, "the wind ( pneuma-wind
or pirit )
blow s where it will, and you hear th e sound of
it, but you do not know where it comes or
whither it goes" (John 3 :8a) .
As for myself, I praise God for Warr n Lewis'
witness, and I pra y th at the Spirit will convince
Mr. Bale of its true power ( 1 Corinthi ans 2) .
Come, Lord Jesus!
Dougl as C. Gronberg
Tul a, Oklahoma

such a meeting can be helpful to all who share
th e Restoration h ritage."
Among the speakers will b E. Ray Jon es,
mini ter of th e East 38th Street Christian Church,
Indianapolis; David Bobo of th Foun tain quar
Church of Christ in Indi anapo lis; Keith Watkins
of the Chri tian Theological eminary in Indianapo lis; Harold Key of th e C ntral Church of
Christ in St. Louis ; John Clark of the Exp r ssway
Church of Chri st in Louisville; and A. Dal e
Crain, campu · minister from Terre Hau te, Indiana.
Topic
to be discus ·ed include: "Scriptura l
Basi of Chri tian Unity," "U nity: Structura l or
Per anal?" th e tud y of "Faith," th e stud y of
"\Vor hip," "Com muni cation: Barrier or Brid ge
to Unity?" and a tud y of Ephe sians chap ter 4.
For furth er information contact John R. Lee,
7264 North Hagu e Road, Indianapolis, Indian a
46256.

MOVINC
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4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE

M iss/M rs ./ M r.
( please
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Addre ss (new, if for change

Spiritual

of addre ss) Apt. No.

environment

CHRISTIAN UNITY FORUM
A Chri stian Unity Forum will b

h eld April 29,
30 and May 1 in Indianapoli s at th e Farmer's
Building of th e Indian a Sta te Fairground .
Coordinator for the m etin g i John R. Lee
who writes, "T hi gathering is an act of faith of
several concerned Chri tians who have felt th at

Zip

State

City

A comparison: Jam es D . Bales [March, 1971) is
something like a fish which has grown hydrophobic, while Warren Lewi s is like a hydro phobi c
being which ha s grown fins. Th e former fears
the very essence of th e environm nt which both
sustains him and en abl ed his peci e to evolve
one hundred and fifty years ago. Th e latt er has
taught him self to live in a benign fr amework that
softens his own deepest secular intuitions about
the natur e of reality.
Errol M. McGuir e
Chicago , Illinois
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To David Lipsconib
"We have always believed in Bible schools, Bible academies , and Bible colleges ...
" If the brethren will just teach the Bible to all who will attend whether
they intend to be preachers or follow any other calling in life, they will do
a good work and none will more heartily rejoice in that labor th an I will."

David Lipscomb

0 Schoolman , in the dark and war-torn South ,
Who caught the torch , when low , and lift it high;
Who preached the Gospel far by word of mouth ,
And printed page, till all the southern sky
· Was lit by faith and with its glory gilt,
And all the land was radiant with its flame ;
Who by your faith , and tears , and labors built
The Christian college that now bears your nameLike him of old , you , being dead, yet speak.
For lo, as o'er our land Doubt's shadow falls
Your school still stands a light to all who seekTo point the way to Truth 's Eternal Dawn ,
And sun , and moon , and stars ne'er set upon
Your Holy Sons who go from out its halls.

DON REECE

APRIL,

•

1971
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The Big Gatne Hunt
THE

MOST PROTECTED of all Big Game is the Sacred Cow. Tracking and
shooting it surely is the most dangerous sport in the world. To the inexperienced, the Sacred Cow deceptively resembles the Greater Immovable Object.
Game Wardens, official and otherwise, surround and subdue the hunter as
he takes aim. Disgrace or conformity seem to be the only choices available
to the hunter.

Jesus hunted the Sacred Cow. He was crucified in the process by the
religious , spiritual and political leaders in the process. It takes faith not to
conform. It takes conviction to meet the pressure. It takes courage to face
defeat. Sincerity, integrity, honesty, love and humility are great helps to
accept the circumstances of the hunt.
The Sacred Cow, the crystalized substance of tradition , is under constant
guard because of the fear of change. Though present in the highlands of
Government and the valleys and plains of Society , it is particularly abundant
in the Wilderness of Churchanity.
The hunter becomes the hunted.

CARL

THOMPSON

·~·

